We present photometry in U, B, V, R and I continuum bands and in Hα and Hβ emission lines for a sample of 336 circumnuclear star forming regions (CNSFR) located in 20 early type spiral galaxies with different levels of activity in their nuclei. This reported activity ranges from Sy1 to Starburst, including Sy2 and LINER. They are nearby galaxies, with distances less than 100 Mpc, 60% of which are considered as interacting objects. We have found a clear relationship between M B of the galaxy and the major axis of the rings based on data from a wide sample of galaxies with outer, inner and circumnuclear rings. This relationship allows us to define the "limiting radius" for each galaxy as the radius beyond which, HII regions should not be considered as circumnuclear. This concept of "limiting radius" allows to ascertain whether an HII region close to the galactic nucleus can be considered circumnuclear or not. This photometric survey of 20 nuclear rings aims to provide insight into their star formation properties as age, stellar population and star formation rate. Extinction corrected Hα luminosities range from 1.3 10 38 to 4 10 41 ergs −1 , with most of the regions showing values between 39.5 logL(Hα) 40, which implies over 1000 OV ionizing stars. Hα and Hβ images have allowed us to obtain an accurate measure of extinction. A V varies around an average value of 1.85 magnitudes, being its maximun in 4.37 mag in accordance with published values. (U-B) colour follows a two maximum distribution. Most of the regions are placed around (U-B) -0.7, while a second maximum value appears at (U-B) -0.3. This second peak consists mainly of non-interacting galaxies. As for the (U-B) colour distribution, (R-I) also presents a bimodal behaviour, with two peaks located close to the values 0.6 and 0.9. As in the previous case, reddest regions appear in non-interacting galaxies. In this last case the reddest regions lie in strongly barred galaxies. Interestingly enough, for a significant number of HII regions the observed colours and equivalent widths are not well reproduced by evolutionary theoretical models of a single burst. To disentangle if we are dealing with compound star populations or just mismatching metallicity or extinction effects, a deeper study using different theoretical evolutionary models has been carried and will be presented in a second paper.
INTRODUCTION
A ringed galaxy is a galaxy that shows a ring or pseudo-ring of star forming regions, surrounding a nucleus frequently displaced from the geometrical centre, or a region in which luminous matter is not detected (Theys & Spiegel (1976) ). In many cases a close companion galaxy is also present. The study of these rings, as places of intense star formation, e-mail:malvar4@roble.pntic.mec.es is of great importance to understand the internal dynamics of galaxies and their secular evolution (Mazzuca et al. (2008) ). Due to this reason, many studies can be found in the literature concerning ring galaxies from different points of view: chemical, dynamical or relative to stellar populations (Elmegreen (1994) ; Elmegreen et al. (1997) ; Kennicutt, Keel & Blaha (1989) ; ; Alonso-Herrero & Knapen (2001); Comeron et al. (2010) ). There are fundamentally three types of optical rings in galaxies:
-Colisional rings: with their origin in a central merging among several galaxies. -Polar rings: resulting of the interaction with a close companion.
-Rings with origin in resonances due to the presence of non axisymmetric potentials in galactic disks.
The main galactic resonances that give rise to gas accumulations in different parts of the disks are: -The outer Lindblad resonance, that is associated with the presence of rings in the external parts of galactic disks.
-The ultraharmonic resonance, associated with the presence of rings in the inner parts of galactic disks.
-The inner Lindblad resonance, that is supposed to be the origin of nuclear rings in galaxies. The common association of star forming regions and resonances suggests a close link between star formation and the dynamical behaviour of galaxies. Depending on the longevity of the ring, its ability to replenish itself with gas and its effectiveness as a barrier for gas inflow to the nucleus, the ring will play an increasingly important role in the secular evolution of the galaxy. The existence of these circumnuclear rings was first noted by Sérsic and Pastoriza in 1967 , when they realized that the central parts of some spiral galaxies showed a rate of star formation much higher than it was expected in objects of their characteristics. Typically located within the central kiloparsecs, nuclear rings contain a mixture of neutral and ionized gas and dust with average masses of 10 9 M (Rubin, Kenney & Young (1997) ). The relationship of these structures with bars and non axysimetric features in the inner parts of galaxies has been studied by Combes & Gerin (1985) and Athanassoula (1992) among others. Theoretical models in which the behavior of gas in the galactic potential is simulated, show a relationship between the presence of a circumnuclear ring and the existence of resonances at the ends of a nuclear bar, since in these places the gas loses angular momentum and stops its infall towards the interior of the potential well of the galaxy. These nuclear rings are the locations of strong density enhancements of gas inside which massive star formation is often detected.
In this work, we present photometry in U, B, V, R and I broad continuum bands and in narrow Hα and Hβ filters for a sample of 336 circumnuclear star forming regions (CNSFR) located in 20 early type spiral galaxies with different levels of activity in their nuclei. The sample is described in §2. Information on the observations and data reduction can be found in §3. The ring definition adopted and data analysis are explained in §4; §5 and §6 are devoted to the presentation of results and their discussion. Finally, in §7 we present a brief summary and the main conclusions of the work.
THE SAMPLE
In order to achieve our scientific goals, we have studied a diverse population of galaxies with reported circumnuclear rings of star forming regions. We decided to observe a set of local spiral galaxies representative of different galactic and nuclear types. We wanted to observe nearby galaxies to maximize the physical linear resolution. Other properties such as: inclination (face-on galaxies were prioritized), high surface brightness, environment and active nuclear star formation, were also taken into account. The final sample consists of 20 mostly early-type spiral galaxies (four of them included also in Díaz et al. (2000) ) with distances between 8.4 and 65 Mpc (for Ho = 75 Km s −1 M pc −1 ); it includes barred (70%) and non-barred (30%) galaxies and present different nuclear activity levels: No activity reported: 5% HII galaxies: 30% LINER: 15% Seyfert 2: 40% Seyfert 1: 10% Regarding the environment, 60% of the objects are considered interacting galaxies. A detailed description of the sample can be seen in Table 1 .
Details of the observed galaxies are given below.
Notes on individual objects

NGC 1068
Beeing the strongest nearby Seyfert 2 galaxy, NGC 1068 has been extensively observed over the whole electromagnetic spectrum. Antonucci & Miller (1985) detected broad permitted lines in its polarized spectrum, becoming clear that a hidden broad line region should exist. Since then, NGC 1068 has become a representative example of the so called AGN Unified Model. From the inside out, several galactic structures have been observed: (a) A 1 pc compact hot dust source in the nucleus measured using near-infrared speckel imaging and integral field spectroscopy (Thatte et al. (1997) ); (b) A central circumnuclear disk with an aproximate diameter of 300 pc observed in CO and HCN molecules (Schinnerer et al. (2000) , Tacconi et al. (1994) ); (c) At a radius of 1-1.5 Kpc a prominent starburst ring has been observed at molecular, IR and visible wavelengths (Schinnerer et al. (2000) , Tacconi et al. (1994) , Scoville et al. (1988) ). A strong CaII triplet has also been observed and attributed to red supergiant stars (Terlevich, Díaz & Terlevich (1990) , Planesas, Scoville & Myers (1991) ); (d) A 2.3 Kpc stellar bar is also clearly revealed by Near-IR observations (Scoville et al. (1988) ); (e) A jet extensively observed from centimeter wavelengths to IR, can be seen up to distances of several Kpc from the nucleus. The fact that all these features occur simultaneously in this object makes of it an excellent laboratory for the study of possible interrelations between them.
NGC 2782
NGC 2782 (Arp 215) is an isolated early-type spiral galaxy [SAB(rs)a], whose optical and HI signatures (Krips et al. (2006) ) indicate a possible merging episode between galaxies about 200 Myr ago (Zang et al. (2006) ). The central region of NGC 2782 hosts a nuclear starburst and radio and X-ray observations seem to point to the existence of an optically hidden AGN. It is well established that large-scale bars transport gas inward very efficiently, driving powerful starbursts in timescales of few times 10 8 yr but, given than AGN accretion occurs in much shorter timescales in the life of a galaxy, it is less likely to observe a galaxy in its AGN intermittent period than observe gas infall. NGC 2782 could be one of the rare cases of a galaxy with this nuclear accretion "switched on" (Saikia, Pedlarl & Unger (1994) ). Three-dimensional optical spectroscopy (Yoshida et al. (1999) ; García-Lorenzo et al. (1994) ) shows evidence for high-speed ionized gas outflows with bipolar structure, and there is also evidence of high-excitation extranuclear emission lines due to shock heating (Boer, Shulzl & Keel (1992) ). García-Lorenzo et al. (1994) also detected in colour maps the region we have labeled as number 2, at the East of the nucleus and extending about 5". They consider it an especially reddened region. We found for this region Av=2.6, the maximum value for all HII regions in NGC 2782 while the mean Av value for HII regions in this galaxy is 1.08.
NGC 2903
NGC 2903 is a very luminous SAB(rs)bc galaxy that possesses a complex structure in its inner region where several hot spots are clearly resolved, together with a symmetric strong bar. These hot spots where detected for the first time by Sérsic & Pastoriza (1967) . Some of them present emission lines and colours typical of hot star populations but others do not show optical emission lines, so they must be formed by older stars. Alonso-Herrero, Ryder and Knapen (2001) reported lack of spacial correspondence between the bright HII regions seen in Paα images and the position of stellar clusters in the Hband. It appears that the bright NIR sources, although close to the HII regions are not coincident with the maximum Hα emission. They interpret this fact in the sense that bright IR stellar clusters are the result of the evolution of HII regions. By combining GEMINI data and a grid of photo-ionization models Dors et al. (2008) , conclude that the contamination of the continua of CNSFRs by underlying contribution from both old bulge stars and stars formed in the ring in previous episodes of star formation (10-20 Myrs) yield the detected low equivalent widths that we also observe. For the rest of the region our value is higher except in region 7.
NGC 3310
NGC 3310 (Arp217, UGC 5786) is a SAB(r)bc starburst galaxy with an inclination of the galactic disc of i ∼ 40 o as computed by Sánchez-Portal et al. (2000) , at a distance of 12.5 Mpc. This galaxy exhibits a ring of giant HII regions at an average distance of 700 pc from its nucleus (Elmegreen et al. (2002) , Van der Kruit, & de Bruyn (1976) ). These circumnuclear regions, in contrast to what is generally found in this type of objects ), show low metallicity values. Pastoriza et al. (1993) ; Hägele et al. (2010) presented highresolution far-red spectra and stellar velocity dispersion measurements along the line of sight for eight knots located in the circumnuclear ring of this galaxy. Hα and Hβ equivalent widths were also computed together with broad-band V, R and I photometry by Díaz et al (2000) , finding good agreement with our data.
NGC 3949
NGC 3949 is a SA(s) bc galaxy with no detected nuclear activity. It shows a very luminous nucleus surrounded by some HII regions barely resolved.
NGC 3982
NGC 3982 has been classified as a Sy2 galaxy due to its emission line espectrum ), although its con-tinuum ultraviolet light is dominated by the stellar emission of a non Seyfert galaxy (Kinney, Bohlin & Calzetti (1993) ) showing stellar absorption line evidences. In 1997 González-Delgado et al. detected [OIII] emission in the nucleus itself and in the circumnuclear region. Very interesting is also the fact that , seem to have observed a broad component in the Hα line.
NGC 4314
NGC 4314 contains one of the biggest nuclear rings of star formation than can be observed in barred galaxies and early type spirals. In spite of its symmetrical aspect it was classified as peculiar by Sandage (1961) due to the presence of dust lines and the peculiar structure of its central bar. UBV observations carried out by Linds, Furenlid & Rubin (1973) show bluer colours towards the centre of the galaxy, probing that, at least in this inner region, recent star formation has been very intense. Observations of [Hα + NII] lines (Burbidge & Burbidge 1962; Wakamatsu & Nishida (1980) confirmed this high rate of star formation. Benedict et al. (2002) after a series of observations of NGC 4314 that include CO radio observations, U, B, V, I, and Hα HST photometry of 80 star clusters in the circumnuclear ring, concluded that the blue colours and strong Hα emission of some of these clusters may suggest very young ages, less than 5 Myr in some cases. The EW of the Hα line that we observe is also consistent with these young ages. Just exterior to this ring of extremely young stars, colours are consistent with stellar ages ranging from 100 to 300 Myr suggesting some kind of age evolution in the ring and its surroundings. Although our observations have lower resolution, the (U-B) colour can be compared in several cases finding good agreement. Our values range from -0.29 to -0.96 versus 0 to -1.01 in their work. As an individual example our region labeled as 1 (U-B = -0.75), includes regions 51 (U-B = -0.75), 53 (U-B = -0.72), 54 (U-B = -0.84) and 57 (U-B = -0.87) in their work. Benedict et al. (2002) ) found average values of Av for HII regions in this galaxy smaller than ours. This fact does not affect any conclusions based on averaged luminosities and colours.
NGC 4321
Also known as M100, this galaxy is the biggest of the Virgo cluster. Its nuclear region as been well studied in the optical (Pierce (1986)) and CO emission (Rand (1995); Sakamoto et al. (1995) ). These studies have unveiled an intricate morphology associated with the intense star formation that is taking place in the inner kiloparsecs. A ring of bright HII regions is surrounding this central part with a mean radius of about 1 kpc. The Hα line emission is twice more intense than that of the nucleus itself (Arsenault et al. (1988) ). Ryder & Knapen (1999) measured colours and magnitudes in the I, J, H and K bands for 41 circumnuclear HII regions of this galaxy, concluding that data are consistent with the emission by a population of stars with ages ranging from 15 to 25 million years, dominated by supergiant M0 stars.
NGC 5033
NGC 5033 is a nearby spiral galaxy that contains a Seyfert nucleus ) and has been reported to host at least three supernovae events in the last 60 years (SN 1950C, SN 1985 L and SN 2001 . Thean (1997) , using Very Large Array (VLA) images measured a total HI mass of 7.0 10 9 M , and in Pérez-Torres & Alberdi (2007) presented continuum VLA observations at 4.9 and 8.4 GHz of the inner 40 Kpc of the galaxy. They came to the conclusion that the radio and FIR emission of NGC 5033 seems to be dominated by a 10 Myr old starburst. Terashima (1999) reported the detection of an X-Ray source at the nucleus of the galaxy. Kotaro et al. (2003) , using aperture synthesis observations of CO(J=1-0) emission and near infrared broad-band photometry, suggested the presence of a nuclear bar. Integral field spectroscopy carried out by Mediavilla et al. (2005) , support the conclusion of the presence of non symmetric departures in the gravitational potential which could be fuelling the active nucleus.
NGC 5194
NGC 5194 (the Wirlpool Galaxy) together with its companion NGC 5195, forms one of the best studied pair of galaxies at all wavelengths. It is one of the nearest grand-design (SAbc) spiral that shows a prominent two arm configuration. A panchromatic study by Calzetti et al (2010) , using GALEX, Spitzer, HST and ground-based observations, yielded a SFR surface density of 0.015M yr −1 Kpc −2 and a decreasing dust extinction as a function of galactocentric distance, with maximum central values of Av = 3.5 mag. Díaz et al. (1991 ) and, later, Moustakas et al. (2010 classified it as metal rich from spectroscopic measurements.
NGC 5248
NGC 5248 is a nearby grand-design spiral galaxy with a spiral structure that extends from 0.1 to 10 Kpc from its nucleus. Jogee et al (2002) have shown from deep R-band images and dynamical and photometric analyses that the spiral structure is being driven by a moderately strong stellar bar. The inner kiloparsec of the bar hosts a well known ring of "hot spots" that has been resolved into bright HII regions and young star clusters (Maoz et al. (2001)). A second nuclear ring with a radius of 1".25 and a nuclear dust spiral has also been observed by Laine et al. (2001) . These complex inner structure has been confirmed in a more recent study made by Yuan and Yang (2006) .
NGC 5929/5930
NGC 5929 and NGC 5930 form a pair of nearby interacting galaxies (Kennicutt et al. (1987) ). Space and ground based observations have confirmed the presence of ionized gas in both galaxies. For NGC 5929 a Seyfert nucleus has been observed, together with a bi-polar radio jet (Rosario et al. (2010) ). It has an absorption-corrected hard X-ray luminosity which is low compared to average local Seyferts (Cardamone, Muran & Kay (2007)). On the other hand, the ionized gas detected in NGC 5930 seems to have its origin in a ring of circumnuclear star forming regions (Bower & Wilson (1995) ).
NGC 5953/5954
NGC 5953 and NGC 5954 are a pair of galaxies separated by a projected distance of 6 Kpc that shows clear signs of interaction. Both galaxies show emission associated with a circumnuclear burst of star formation. NGC 5953 has been classified as a Seyfert galaxy hosting a compact radio core and a "jet" first referred by González-Delgado & Pérez (1996) , and NGC 5954 shows LINER features. Hernández-Toledo et al. (2003) using BVRIHαJK and [NII] scanning Fabry-Perot observations, derived surface brightness profiles for both galaxies and proposed a geometrical scenario for the encounter. Radio to X-ray Chandra observations published by Rosado, Ghosh & Fuentes-Carrera (2008) suggest the possible presence of a binary black hole with a mass over 50 M , associated with a young star cluster. Casasola et al. (2010) , mapped the molecular gas of NGC 5953 using high resolution observations of the CO line taken with the IRAM interferometer, together with IR and HST archive images. They suggest that there is an apparent counter-rotation between gas and stars inside and outside the ring, with the ring constituting the border line between both dynamical components. The AGN in NGC 5953 is apparently not been actively fuelled in the current epoch.
NGC 6574
NGC 6574 is a nearby Seyfert2 galaxy with not many references in the literature. Lindt-Krieg et al. (2008) analyzed interferometric data obtained with IRAM in the CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) lines, finding that the molecular gas in this galaxy distributes in four components: nucleus, bar, spiral arms (pseudo-ring), and extended underlying disk component. Sakamoto et al. (1999) found a prominent CO peak of 1 Kpc in diameter at the centre of the galaxy. Kotilainen et al. (2000) and Laine et al. (2001) present high spatial resolution near infrared observations, finding good agreement between radio and infrared morphologies for the circumnuclear star forming ring and proposing an instantaneous burst of star formation occurring 6-7 Myr ago to explain the data. These ages are also found in Hα observations (González-Delgado et al. (1997) ).
NGC 6951
NGC 6951 was first classified as a LINER type nucleus but recent works Pérez et al. (2000) suggest that it shows an intermediate activity between LINER and Seyfert. IRAM CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) observations of the galaxy in the NUGA project (Van der Laan et al. (2011)) show that the CO circumnuclear emission arises from two different components: the gas from the bar and a high velocity component likely connected to the nuclear stellar oval. This last component may represent the last link in the chain of gas inflow towards the Active Galactic Nucleus of NGC 6951. These streaming motions along the nuclear spiral arms towards the nucleus, have also been concluded by Storchi-Bergmann et al. (2007) with observations of the ionized gas in the inner region of the galaxy and by Rozas et al. (2002) .
NGC 7177
NGC 7177 is a barred galaxy with LINER activity in its nucleus. Hodge (1982) observed its circumnuclar ring of star forming regions and it is also included in some CO and ionized gas catalogs (Verter (1985) , Pogge (1989))
NGC 7469
NGC 7469 is one of the brightest blue galaxies first listed by Seyfert (1943) . Its nucleus is surrounded by a star forming ring well studied by using HST UV through NIR images together with K-band ground-based long slit spectroscopy. They also collected existing IR and radio maps from the literature. They found that two different populations of massive clusters coexisted in the inner regions with ages ranging from 1-3 Myr for the youngest to 9-20 Myr for the oldest. A compound stellar population of these two ages is also consistent with the observed EW and colours that we have computed in the present work. NGC 7469 has also a large stellar bar detected in the NIR (Knapen, Shlosman & Peletier (2000)) and a nuclear bar with a size similar to the ring (Davies, Tacconi & Genzel (2004) ). The supernova event SN2000ft has recently been detected on the ring and its optical counterpart has been identified (Colina et al. (2001) Myr are needed to explain the data. These extremely young stars seem to be the source of the high values of equivalent widths of the Hα line that we also observe. Spitzer observations of NGC 7714 carried out by Brandl et al. (2004) , confirmed the HII-line spectrum of the nucleus of this galaxy, with no evidence of an obscured active galactic nucleus. These authors have also detected strong polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon emission features.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The data were acquired during five observing runs. For the first two runs (from 1988 to 1990), we used a blue sensitive GEC CCD at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of the 1.0-m. Jacobus Kaptein Telescope (JKT) of the Isaac Newton Group at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma. The CCD had 578x385 pixels 22 µm wide. The scale obtained with this instrumental configuration is 0.3 arcsec pixel −1 and the CCD field of view is 2.89 by 1.92 arcmin 2 . Observations and reduction procedures for these runs are described in detail in Díaz et al. (2000) .
The last three observing runs were carried on from 1999 to 2000 at the Centro Astronómico Hispano Alemán de Calar Alto, Almería. We used a chip Tektronics TK 1024 at the 1.52 m Spanish Telescope. This CCD had 1024 x1024 pixels with a geometrical scale of 0.4 arcsec pixel −1 and a field of view of 6.9 by 6.9 arcmin 2 . A journal of observations can be found in Table 2 . All observations were made under photometric conditions, and the seeing was estimated using stars present in each frame. Each night, photometric (Landolt (1983) ) and spectrophotometric (Massey et al. (1988 ), Stone (1977 ) standard stars were observed to perform flux calibrations. We also took dome and sky flat-field images as well as zero exposure time frames to set the bias level.
The data were processed and analyzed using IRAF and MIDAS 1 routines including the usual procedures of removal of cosmic rays, bias subtraction, division by a normalized flat field and flux calibration. Sky background correction was performed by averaging the mean count values in several boxes in the outer part of each frame. Cosmic rays were removed and the Point Spread Function (PSF) was estimated using stellar images in each frame.
Images in the broad V, R, I, narrow Hα and Hβ, and continuum filters (redshifted if necessary) were taken for each galaxy as described in the journal of observations (Table 2). The narrow and broad filter characteristics are given in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. Note that the Hα filter includes the [NII] lines at λλ 6548, 6584Å, although their contribution to the filter is at about half transmission. The typical value of the [NII] λ 6548Å, line intensity in HII regions is at most 1/2 of Hα.
Both atmospheric and galactic extinction corrections were applied. The first one using the extinction coefficients provided by La Palma Observatory. For galactic extinction we used the values of E(B-V) taken from Burstein & Heiles (1984) ; Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) and Seaton (1979) .
Hα and continuum images were aligned according to the offsets derived from the centroids of a bi-dimensional Gaussian fit to the field star images. Afterwards Hα frames were continuum subtracted in order to obtain a net Hα line images. If seeing values were significantly different between the Hα and continuum frames, the best one was degraded to fit the worst image. If no continuum frame was available, an artificial one was constructed from broad-band images as explained in Terlevich et al. (1991) . Discussion on the convenience and accuracy of this method can be found in Díaz et al. (2000) . Fig. 1 shows the Hα line contour maps for all observed galaxies. Individual HII regions are marked and labeled. In the images, north is to the top and east is to the left.
ANALYSIS METHODS
Limiting Radius
In all studied galaxies the CNSFRs are arranged in a ring or pseudo-ring pattern (see Fig. 1 ). The first question we had to answer at the very beginning of this work was: what does it mean circumnuclear? and the second: how close must a ring be to the galactic nucleus in order to be considered circumnuclear? It is easy to find in the literature the terms: outer, inner and nuclear applied to galactic rings in barred and non-barred galaxies; however, a common criteria to distinguish among these three types of rings, when just an unique ring is observed in a single galaxy, has not been reached yet.
When the three types of rings are observed in a given galaxy, the answer is easy: the innermost one is considered as circumnuclear. Something similar happens when a bar is present, because the bar usually fills in the inner ring, being responsible for the gas infall. But except in these two cases, rings are not generally classified in an unambiguous way.
Trying to solve this problem, we have developed the following procedure: from the sample of galaxies of Buta & Crocker (1993), we have chosen those objects with three rings detected. No attempt has been made to correct for the inclination of the galaxy. We have made a logarithmic plot of ring major axis in kpc vs the host galaxy absolute magnitude, MB, for each individual nuclear, inner and outer ring (see Fig. 2 ). Two facts can be observed: first, the larger the galaxy luminosity, the larger the radius of the rings. This happens for nuclear, inner and outer rings and, while a certain degree of overlapping exists between outer and inner rings, nuclear rings seem to behave in a slightly different way and a line can be visually drawn that separates the nuclear rings from the other two types. Points below that line, that we have called "limiting radius line" can be genuinely considered nuclear rings. This "limiting radius" for a given galaxy can be calculated as a function Buta & Crocker (1993) . For higher galaxy luminosities (lower integrated magnitudes), ring radii are also larger. This happens for nuclear, inner and outer rings. Nuclear rings seem to segregate occupying a region below the so called "limiting radius".
of the galaxy absolute magnitude as: : log R(kpc) = -0.204 MB -3.5 Similar relationships can be found in the literature (Kormendy 1979, e.g.) suggesting a dynamical origin for the rings. Given the magnitude of the galaxy, the limiting radius can be simply computed, so HII regions beyond this radius will not be considered as circumnuclear. The limitting radius for each galaxy together with its integrated absolute Magnitude (B band) and some notes about ring morphology are given in Table 5 . Assuming that the ring lies in the galactic plane, the radius of the ring has been defined as the mean distance of each CRSFR to the galactic nucleus. The position of each CNSFR and the galactic nucleus corresponds to that of the pixel or pixels that show the maximum brightness in the Hα continuum corrected frames.
HII region sizes and photometry
Star forming regions have been identified on the Hα line continuum corrected images and their fluxes have been measured. Throughout this process, three have been the most troublesome facts: 1.-Measuring fluxes from diffuse objects in a non-constant background is not easy, even with most modern software packages. In this kind of galactic environments the assignment of a radius to each region is really difficult and often relies on the experience of the astronomer. 2.-In very crowded regions, deciding the limits of two adjacent regions is almost arbitrary. Theoretically, a radiation bounded HII region can be characterized by its Strömgrem radius but, in practice, it shows an inner bright core surrounded by a more extended and dimmer region. The frontier between both regions can only be well distinguished in isolated and non distorted regions. Taken the former into account we have computed Hα fluxes for a total number of 336 HII regions following the pocedure described below. For isolated regions we have computed the Hα flux inside circular apertures of different radii 2 (See Fig. 2 of Díaz et al. (2000) for examples and a more extended discussion). For most of the observed regions an asymptotic behavior is reached at approximately 10% of the flux of the central pixel. We have taken this radius as the region-radius, and the region-flux is therefore, the integrated flux inside this radius. This procedure has also been used even if the morphology of the region seems distorted. When two regions are so close that the formerly described 10 per cent minimum cannot be reached, the flux of both regions has been considered together (and so the radius) if the minimum signal along the line that joins the central pixels of both regions is higher than half of the smaller maximum. In all other cases, the two regions have been considered as different, and their radii have been computed from the center of each region (maximum pixel) to that minimum. Once the size and Hα flux of every region were measured, Hα equivalent widths (computed by division of the Hα line frame by the corresponding continuum image) were also obtained. In order to measure the broad-band fluxes, all the frames were carefully aligned as explained above, and corresponding fluxes were measured inside the apertures defined on the Hα line frame. Broad-band magnitudes were computed and these magnitudes were subtracted to obtain colours.
Extinction
Having narrow Hα and Hβ images allowed us to also take into account internal absorption (Table 6 ). This fact is of great importance given that internal extinction and subsequent reddening affects line and continuum emission. Its knowledge is a cornerstone to disentangle age and metallicity effects. AV computed values (Table 6 ) have been obtained using the extinction curve given by Whitford (1958) , assuming theoretical values for the Balmer decrement in case B recombination Brocklehurst (1971) . When no reliable narrow continuum value was available, R or B filters were considered instead to get a net Hα or Hβ image. This method was tested with images obtained with the standard procedure and no systematic errors were detected. For some galaxies AV was taken from literature since no Hβ or Hα observations were available. References for those cases are:
• For NGC 1068,Álvarez-Álvarez et al (2001) • For NGC 3310, Pastoriza et al. (1993) • For NGC 5194, Hill et al. (1997) • For NGC 7177 y NGC 7469, Kennicutt (1983) In some cases, and only for U-B colours, the AV value obtained using Whitfords curve, did not match what is expected for young O-type stars. This effect is not due to the presence of [NII] lines in the Hα narrow filter as checked iń Alvarez-Álvarez et al. (2001) using spectrophotometric data Figure 3 . Distribution of the visual extinction in magnitudes for the observed regions in histogram form. The bin at the 2.5-3.75 magnitude range includes 62 regions in NGC 5194 (M51) for which no Hβ line observations was secured. Data from far-UV, U, Hα, and R images by Hill J. K. et al. (1997) were used instead. Although in a sense this maximum may be considered an artifact, it has been included for comparative purposes.
from NGC 1068. In these cases the extinction curve proposed by Calzetti, Kinney & Storchi-Bergmann (1994) has been used instead.
Characterizations of uncertainties
Three main sources of error have been taken into account: 1.-Non uniform background. 2.-Narrow line included in broad-band filters. 3.-Radius estimation.
To estimate the background contribution to the computed magnitudes, we have used the intensity radial profiles computed by Sánchez-Portal et al. (2000) for the galaxies in common with our sample. The mean contribution is about 10% in the I band, so a mean error of about 0.03 magnitudes in colours should be considered. Stasinska & Leitherer (1996) to Starburst99 continuum emission models. We have chosen physical parameters for the gas that match those most commonly observed in star forming regions sited in the very inner parts of galaxies, namely: solar or oversolar abundances, Mup=100 M , M =10
6 M , ne = 10cm Despite all the above, the main source of uncertainty comes from the right determination of the radius of each HII region (See section 4.2 for discussion). Therefore, in order to estimate realistic errors, the fluxes inside the adopted radius plus and minus one pixel have been computed for each region in each frame. The absolute value of this error is bigger that that associated with narrow line contamination or non uniform background and therefore is the only error value quoted.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of our measurements for each of the studied regions in a given galaxy can be found in Tables 6 and 7.  Table 6 lists in column 1 the identification number of the region; in column 2 the distance for the galaxy nucleus in arcsec; in column 3 the position from the galaxy nucleus in arcsec; in column 4 the logarithm of the Hα luminosity in units or erg s −1 ; in column 5 the equivalent width of the Hα line inÅ; in column 6 the logarithm of the Hβ luminosity in units or erg s −1 ; in column 7 the equivalent width of the Hα line inÅ; and finaly in column 8 the value of the visual extinction AV in magnitudes. For those objects with no Hα or Hβ available, values from published photometric or spectrophotometric works have been used. See section 2 for references on individual objects. Table 7 lists, for each individual galaxy, in column 1 the identification number of the region; in column 2 the radius of the region in pc (as defined in section 2.1); in column 3 the distance from the galaxy nucleus in kpc; in column 4 the absolute magnitude in the R band; and in columns 5, 6 and 7 the U-B, B-I and R-I colours respectively.
Extinction and reddening
Extinction is the sum of two physical processes: absorption and scattering. It depends on the distance from the observer to the source, the wavelength of the radiation and the nature of the interstellar medium (ISM). This fading of light increases towards shorter wavelengths and gives rise to the effect of reddening, and it affects continuum and emission lines in different degrees. It also depends on the dust spatial distribution inside the HII region: dust may be uniformly distributed or clumpy; internal or external to the emitting region; in the background or foreground of the source. It may also be opaque or obscure a sizable fraction of the HII region. Recent works even report time variability in RV (Vargaś Alvarez & Kobolniky (2013)). A "classical" HII region (photoionized plasma, optically thin case B emission, electron temperature of 10000 K and electron density ∼ 10 2 cm −3 ) has a theoretical value of Hα Hβ of 2.86 (Osterbrock 1979) ; (Brocklehurst 1971) , therefore an observed Hα Hβ ratio significantly higher than 2.86 is evidence for reddening by dust. Some authors have reported that extinction of HII regions, derived from the comparison of Balmer lines together with radio continuum in the Magellanic Clouds and other external galaxies, is slightly higher than that derived from Balmer lines alone, so in a conservative sense, our values should be taken as lower limits (Melnick (1979) , Israel & Kennicutt (1980) ).
Fig 3 shows the distribution of the visual extinction in magnitudes for the observed regions in histogram form. The bin at the 2.5-3.75 magnitude range includes 62 regions in NGC 5194 (M51) for which no Hβ line observations was secured. Data from far-UV, U, Hα, and R images by Hill J. K. et al. (1997) were used instead. Although in a sense this maximum may be considered an artifact, it has been included for comparative purposes.
We have found an AV average value of 1.85 (see Fig 3) Caplan et al. (1996) . We also find a loose correlation between AV and colours, with redder regions showing higher extinction values. To find out if this effect is real or not, or if it is due to age or metallicity, a deeper study focusing only on extinction and reddening is needed. Even thought not many AV references on individual external HII regions can be found in the literature, specially using the Hα Hβ ratio (Balmer fluxes are not always measured on the same source, or from exactly the same region, or they are not integrated over equivalent base-levels), our values are in good agreement with other published works , Caplan et al. (1996) , Mayya & Prabhu (1996) ), for similar regions.
Photometry results
Fig 4 shows a histogram of the extinction corrected Hα luminosity of the studied regions. Hα luminosity values vary from 1.3 10 38 to 4 10 41 ergs −1 . Region 1 in NGC 5954 and region 17 in NGC 3949 lying at the extremes of the luminosity range; 291 of the 329 regions observed show Hα luminosities higher than log L(Hα) > 39, hence they can be classified as supergiant HII regions (Kennicutt, Edgar& Hodge (1989) ). No clear correlation seems to exist between Hα luminosity of the regions and interaction signatures of the host galaxy, nevertheless most luminous HII regions are found in non interacting galaxies, with nuclear activity (Sy2) and Sb-Sbc morphologies. Only two galaxies of our sample are classified as Sy2 and just one is a non-active galaxy. These small numbers must be taken into account when reaching conclusions.
An Hα luminosity function such as:
∝ L −α , has been considered, and the cumulative Hα luminosity function logN (> L) ∝ (1 + α)log(L) has been computed for each galaxy, finding values for the slope, that range from 1.22 to 2.88 in good agreement with those found by Kennicutt, Edgar& Hodge (1989) and Rozas, Beckman, & Knapen (1996) . This parameter seems to be related with the nature of the HII regions, and several works (Rozas, Beckman, & Knapen (1996) , Knapen (1998), Beckman et al. (2000) , Beckman et al. (2002) and Beckman, Rozas, & Knapen (1996) ) find a break between radiation and matter bounded regions at log (L(Hα)) of about 38.5. Given that we do not find this break, and being the luminosities of our studied regions all above this value, we conclude that most of our CNSFR should be in the high luminosity matter bounded tail of the luminosity function. No other significant difference with normal disk HII regions have been found. Plotting the whole set of HII regions together (Fig 5) , we find that the luminosity function becomes even steeper at higher Hα luminosities. No correlation with nuclear activity or host galaxy interaction features has either been found.
Furthermore, radiation bounded regions follow a relationship between log(L(Hα) vs log(Radius) with a slope of about 3 (Fig. 6) (Kennicutt, Keel & Blaha (1989) , Rozas, Beckman, & Knapen (1996) ). We have found for the individual galaxies of our sample an average value of 2.04 ± 0.6 with minimum and maximum values of 1.15 (NGC 5248) and about 3 in NGC 5954 (3.09), NGC 3949 (2.91) and NGC 5953 (3.2), Also NGC 3949 shows a slope break at log(L(Hα) 39.8. Maybe HII regions in these three galaxies are radiation bounded. Two main effects could be affecting the value of the slope making it appear lower; firstly, in overcrowded fields, the radius of a region can be underestimated with respect to isolated regions. This seems to happen more frequently for low luminosity regions. In this case the effect will be "rising" the line at small luminosities. Secondly, bigger regions seem to be less luminous and more diffuse (see regions inside the dotted line in Fig. 6 . These big, but otherwise low luminosity, regions may be matter bounded (Rozas, Beckman, & Knapen (1996) ).
The equivalent width (EW) of the Hα line is a good indicator for age and metallicity. The values that we have found range from 2.6Å in NGC 4314 (region 8) to 788.4Å in NGC 3310 (region 21). About 25 % of the regions studied show EWs smaller than 50Å; 50 % have values that range from 50 to 100Å and only 10 % show values higher than 250 A. This high EW tail is mainly conformed by HII regions located in galaxies with Sy2 or LINER nucleus. Values of EW higher that 450Å, that would imply ages younger than 6.5 Myr regardless of metallicity, are only found in interacting galaxies.
The continuum emission in the U and B filters comes mainly from young O and B stars ionizing the nebula, and to a lesser extent, from WR stars when present. Méndez & Esteban (2000) found U-B mean colours of -0.76 for a sample of WR galaxies, and O, B stars show U-B colours ranging from -0.7 to 1.5 for solar metallicity (Lahulla (1987) ), and from -2 to 1 in under solar metallicity objects (Parker & Garmani (1993) ). In our sample we find values of U-B that vary from -1.4 to 0.6 (Fig 7) which will imply burst ages ranging from 2 to 20 Myrs for over-solar metallicity models, following a bimodal distribution with two maximum values, -0.7 and -0.3 This second value mainly correspond to HII regions sited in non-interacting galaxies. No clear trend is found in relation with morphological, nuclear type or barred structures. The colour-magnitude diagram [(U-B) vs U] suggests a correlation in the sense that more luminous regions are also bluer, although some regions do not follow this trend. Two effects seem to overlap: age, older regions are less luminous and redder due to the death of massive OB stars, and a mass effect, given that in some galaxies all their HII have constant U-B colour and a great dispersion in U values. (Lahulla (1987) ), regions in HII galaxies (Iglesias (1988) ), young stars clusters (Patat & Carraro (2001) ) and Markarian objects (Cairós (2001)) .
Continuum emission in the red has its origin mostly in stars in their red supergiant evolutionary phase which show an average R-I of 0.9. The colours that we observe vary between -0.02 and 1.22 for high metallicity objects, and from -0.12 to 0.16 for NGC 3310, the lowest metal content galaxy in our sample Fig 10, which match with bursts younger than 10 Myrs. As in the U-B case, the distribution of R-I colour is bimodal with a first maximum at R-I ∼ 0.9, matching with non-interacting barred galaxies, and a second maximum at ∼ 0.6. Higher dispersion values are found when compared with the U-B distribution, maybe due to a mixture of infrared sources. Summing up, in the U vs U-B plot, HII regions show an homogeneous behaviour and values close to those of a young open cluster. This homogeneity does not exist in the I vs R-I color-magnitude diagram where metallicity and evolutionary effects can be seen. In both colourmagnitude plots, bluer regions seem to appear in galaxies with close companions and clearly seen interacting features and/or LINER or Seyfert 2 nucleus. By contrast, redder regions are more frequently found in isolated galaxies with HII or Seyfert 1 nucleus and clearly detected bars. Differences among individual HII regions can be best detected in a colour-colour diagram. An overall correlation appears between both colours. Galaxies with the bluest HII regions are: NGC 3982 (Sy2), NGC 5954 (Sy2), NGC 5953 (Sy2) y NGC 5194 (LINER). In the reddest part of the plot are sited the following galaxies: NGC 4321 (HII), NGC 2782 (HII), NGC 5953 (HII) and NGC 5033 (Sy1).
Summing up the information provided by narrow and broad band filters together some interesting facts can be pointed out:
The bluest regions appear mainly in interacting galaxies with LINER or Sy2 type nucleus. These regions are also strong Hα emitters and show the highest values of Hα EW..
Non-interacting galaxies show redder colours and lower EW values; most of them harbour an HII or Sy1 type nucleus.
Our regions seem to show values that match well, in the EW-colour diagrams,8 and 9 with those shown by the stars expected to be present in HII regions or objects alike, taking notice than we reach lower Hα equivalent width values. In the colour-colour diagram (Fig 7) our regions ap- (Iglesias (1988) ), HII galaxies (Terlevich et al. (1991) ) and Markarian objects (Cairós (2001)) . pear to segregate from the comparison sample, being redder.
To our knowledge, this latter behaviour could be due to four main reasons:
An age effect, the EW diminishes as the burst gets older and it also appears redder. A metallicity effect, but in the colour-magnitude (I vs R-I) 10diagram, only NGC 3310 is segregated from the other galaxies. NGC 3310 is known to be a low metallicity object, so the others must have solar o oversolar metallicities.
We could be mismatching the estimation of extinction. But computed values agree within errors with those available in the literature.
We may be detecting a composite star population, com- ing the most part of the EW of the line and the blue continuum emission from an ionizing population of very young stars. An older (age close or over 10 Myr.) population of evolved stars would be the source of the red continuum and responsible of the detection of EW values smaller than those expected for a single burst of ionizing stars.
Besides the above, some remarks on individual objects must be made:
HII regions in NGC 4321 show low U emission but average Hα luminosities due maybe to an additional ionization source rather than only young stars.
Some HII regions in NGC 5194 and NGC 4314 show low U emission with compared to their Hα luminosity Are they matter bounded regions?
Even more interesting are the regions with no special Figure 10 . Colour-magnitude diagram in the red for circumnuclear (present work) HII regions, regions in HII galaxies (Iglesias (1988) ) and HII galaxies (Terlevich et al. (1991) ). Note the low metalicity effect in NGC3310
. behaviour in luminosity or colours but with unexpected low Hα EW, as for instance NGC 4314.Are we observing overlapped star populations of different ages? To disentangle between effects than can be present simultaneously in a galaxy, and to achieve a better understanding of nature and evolution of every individual HII region, a closer look to each one of them, at the light of theoretical evolutionary models, is needed.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From high quality continuum subtracted Hα and Hβ, and U, B, R, I broad band images of a sample of 20 galaxies we have catalogued a total of 336 HII regions. For all these regions Hα and Hβ luminosities and EW have been computed, together with R-I, U-B and extinction values.
Trying to settle whether a ring can be considered circumnuclear or not, we have defined a "limiting radius" as a function of the galaxy absolute magnitude. Given the galaxy integrated absolute magnitude (B band) this radius can be simply computed, so HII regions beyond this radius will not be misclassified as circumnuclear. Using
Hα Hβ theoretical values, together with observed narrow Hα and Hβ images, has allowed us to correct colours from extinction and disentangle age and metallicity effects. The Av values found range from 0 to 4.75 magnitudes with an average value of 1.85, in good agreement with other published works.
No relationship between extinction and galactocentric distance or region size is found.
We found loose correlations between extinction and luminosities or colours, with redder compact sources showing higher extinction values.
Circumnuclear HII regions are known to be very bright, the Hα luminosities range we have found, varies from 1.3 10 38 to 4 10 41 ergs −1 , with most of the regions showing values log L(Hα) 39, so we are mostly dealing with giant HII regions. No clear correlation seems to exist between Hα luminosity and other galactic features as morphology or nuclear activity.
Studying the behaviour of the Hα luminosity function and the dependence of luminosity on the radius of each region, we suspect that, at least some of the biggest and less luminous regions, should be matter bounded. Only 10% of the regions show Hα EW values higher that 250Å. They are located in Sy2/LINER galaxies. Values of EW higher than 450Å, are only found in interacting galaxies. Broad band colour distribution has been proved to be bimodal, with bluest regions sited in galaxies showing interacting features and LINER or Sy2 activity in their nuclei. These bluer regions are, on average, also stronger Hα emitters and show high EW values.
In summary, HII regions sited in interacting galaxies with LINER or Sy2 activity, seem on average, to be bluer and show higher values of Hα EW than HII regions located in the other galaxies. This fact suggests younger ages if galactic metallicities are similar.
On the other hand, in colour-magnitude, colour-colour and EW-colour diagrams our HII regions appear to segregate from a comparison sample of simple star populations known to be present in young HII regions.
This fact may be attributed to age, metallicity or mismatching extinction corrected effects.
It may also be due to the presence of a second young non-ionizing population of stars, that would make the ionizing burst appear redder. The continuum coming from this second older burst would also be responsible for low values of the Hα EW.
To disentangle if this second non-ionizing burst is present or not, and in which amount for each cluster, a closer look into the nature of HII regions in the light of theoretical models is proposed in a second paper.
